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AN ERROR IN ICE-TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

By T. j . O. SANDERSON 

(British Antarctic Survey, M a dingley Roa d, Cambridge CB3 oET, England) 

ABSTRACT. An analysis is made of the disturbance in conductive heat flow caused by drilling a bore hole 
in ice in which there is a vertical temperature gradient. The model used is that of a perfectly insulating 
hole placed in a linear temperature gradient ; it is shown that the temperature measured at the bottom of 
the hole deviates from its value before drilling by an amount of order - 0 .6aU where a is the bore-hole 
radius and U is the temperature gradient. The deviation ta kes effect in a few h ours. The error is typically 
between 0 .005 and 0.1 deg and is therefore significant only where very high accuracy is required . It should 
not be present in temperate glaciers, nor where the thermometer is properly frozen in, nor if temperatures 
are measured at the bore-hole walls far a bove the bottom. 

RESUME. Une erreur dalls la mesure de la temperature de la glace. On analyse le trouble apporte d a ns la 
propagation dans le flux de chaleur d e conduction pal' le forage d 'un puits dans la glace dans lequel il y a 
un gradient vertical de temperature. Le modele utilise est celui d 'un puits parfaitement isole place dans un 
gradient lineaire d e tempera ture. On montre que la temperature mesun!e a u fond du trou devie d e sa 
valeur d'avant le forage d 'un ordre d e grandeur de - 0,6aU, a etant le rayon du puits et U le gradient de 
temperature. La d evia tion se produit en quelques heures. La deviation est generalement entre 0,05 et 
0,1 deg et n'est donc significative que si on demande une grande precision. Elle ne devrait pas de produire 
dans les glaciers temperes ni lorsque le thermometre es t regele dans la masse, ni si les tempera tures sont 
mesurees sur les murs du puits loin au-dessus du fond. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Ein Fehler bei der MesslIllg VOIl Eistemperaturen. Es wird die Starung des konduktiven 
Warmeflusses a na lysiert, die beim Bohren eines Loches in E is entstehl, in dem ein vertikaler Temperatur
gradient herrscht. Das benutzte Modell ist das eines vollstandig isolierenden Loches in einem linearen 
Temperaturgradient ; es wird gezeigt, dass die am Boden des Loches gemessene Temperatur von dem Wen 
vor der Bohrung um einen Wert der G rasse - 0,6aU abweicht, wobei a den Bohrlochradius und U den 
Tempera turgradien ten bedeuten. Die Abweichung tritt nach wenigen Stunden ein. Der Fehler liegt 
gewahnlich 0,005 und 0 , 1 deg und muss deshalb nul' bei Messungen hoher Genauigkeit berucksichtigt 
werden. Er sollte in temperierten G letschern nicht auftreten, aber auch dann nicht, wenn das Thermometer 
richtig eingefroren ist und wenn T empera turen an den Bohrlochwanden weit uber dem Boden gemessen 
werden. 

TEMPERATURE measurem ents at the bottom of bore holes in p olar glaciers have generally been subject 
to a small error due to the presence of the bore hole. Such a n error arises through disturbance of the 
heat flow pattern in the ice, for where b efo re drilling the re was a solid mass of ice there is afte rwards a 
column of relatively poorly conducting air. This leads to constric tion of heat flow lines and an anomalous 
temperature at the very bottom of the h o le. T he erro r is positive or negative d epending on the sign 
of the temperature gradient, but it is not present at all in temperate glaciers, where the g ra dient is 
e ffectively zero. It is also not present fo r m easurements ta ken away from the bottom of the hole. 

Precautions have been taken in the past against convective air currents and ra diation, and the effect 
of th e drilling process has been analysed (BullaI'd, 1947), but no a ttention has been paid to the distur
bance caused by the hole itself. Three m ethods typically in use involve: (i) lowering a thermometer 
to the bottom of the hole (Schytt , 1960) ; (ii ) wrapping a probe in foil and then packing loose snow 
around it (Schytt, (960); or (iii) lowering a probe and the n a polystyren e disc immediately above it 
(Thomas, 1976). The last two methods help prevent problems with air convection and with radiation, 
and the second goes some way towards refi lling the hole. Consider, however, the thermal conductivities 
for air and for various d ensities of ice, firn and snow, as g ive n in Table I (data from Van Dusen, (929). 
The conductivities of firn and ice a re one or two ord ers of magnitude greate r tha n the conductivity of 
a ir, and it is therefore valid as a first a pproximation to model an unfilled bore hole as a p erfectly 
insulating bung in a conducting solid. It is fur ther seen that even packing the hole with loose snow is 
not a great improvement , for such a filling will have a conductivity still a bout an order of magnitude 
down on that of the surrounding firn . W e sh a ll therefore u se the m odel of an insulating bung a nd assume 
a lso that the effects of radiation and con vection are eithe r n eglig ible or prevented . 

L et u s look at the e ffect of such a bung placed in a linear temperature gradient U. W e need to 
find a scalar temperature field T (r, z), coordinates d e fined as in Figure I , which satisfies Laplace's 
equation for the null divergence of heat flow, 
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The important boundary condition is that at the ice-bore-hole interface we have zero heat con
d uction. T h is means that 

oT 
- = 0 oz along BC and 

oT 
- = 0 or along AB and CD, 

and the complete solu tion involves applying the further condition that: 

8T 
- -+U as r -+ aJ 
8z 

and as z -+ 00. 

A two-d imensional version of this p roblem may be solved for the region around the bottom of the 
hole by use of hyd rod ynamical theory (Milne-Thomson, 1967, p. 266- 67) : we take the complex potential 
field for uniform flow a long a straight-line boundary, and then use a conformal mapping, the Schwarz
Christoffel transformation, to put a simple step into the boundary. The problem is then that of flow 
over a step in the bed of a deep stream. The conformal mapping preserves both Laplace's equation and 
the local boundary conditions and so still represents a proper solution, with the temperature gradient 
approaching U far away from the step. We can then apply the principle of reflection to give the potential 
field for flow around a submerged rectangular obstacle. 

This provides the temperature d istribution for flow of heat around an infinite insulating slot of 
half-width a, and the results show that temperature d eviations are proportional to -aU w h ere U is the 
temperature grad ient, considered as positive when the temperature decreases with depth. In particular, 
if To is the temperature before cutting the slot, the temperature at the centre of the bottom of the slot 
at equilibrium afterwards is To - I.48aU and at the edge is To - o.83aU. 
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TABLE I. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ICE, FIRN, SNOW AND AIR 

Thermal 
Density conductivity 

Mgm- 3 Wm- 1 K - l 

Ice 0.92 2.09 
0.80 1.4 6 

Firn 0 .60 0·74 
0.40 0·33 
0.20 0.12 

Loose snow 0.10 0 .065 
Air 0 .022 
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Fig. I . Section through slot-like bore hole in ice, showing disturbance of .flow lines (dashed lines) and isotherms (solid lineS). 
The diagram is drawn for negative U and isotherms are drawn at intervals of 2aUj7T. 
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Of more interest is the three-dimensional case with cylindrical symmetry about the z axis, which 

forms a much better model of a real bore hole. Unfortunately the foregoing theory cannot be directly 
carried over to three dimensions since the con formal mapping used applies essentially to a space which 
can b e represented on an Argand diagram. However, it is to be expected that the magnitude of the 
e ffect will be modified at most by a factor of order unity, as can be seen by refe ren ce to a similar problem 
in standard heat-flow theory (Carslaw and jaeger, 1959, p . 426). This invo lves looking at h eat flow 
horizontally around a vertical cylinder, and then around a sphere of the same radius. The temperature 
d eviation on the up-stream surface is found (using our nota tion) to be 

-(2aU- aU) = - aU 

in the first case, and 

- (~aU-oU) = - taU 

in the second . It therefore seems fair to m odify our results by a factor of t in carrying them ove r from 
two to three dimensions. This gives a deviation of order - 0. 7a U a t the centre o f the bottom of the hole, 
and of order - 0.4aU at the edge. It is interesting to note tha t these magnitudes are consistent with 
results from an alternative, though no t quite so appropriate, mathematical model : that of h eat flow 
around an oblate spheroid . For this problem analytical solu tions exist (Carslaw and jaeger, 1959, 
p. 427 ) and for the limit ing case of a fl a t spheroid of radius a in temperature g radient U, the d eviation 
at the centre is found to be - 20U/" or - 0.640U. This d eviation is, as expected , slightly less than that 
due to the semi-infinite cylinder. 

The error is small but not always insignificant. T empel'ature gradients encountered in the top 
ten m etres of polar ice are generally in the range 0. 1 to 2 .0 d eg m- I. For a 12 cm d iameter bore hole, 
as drill ed for instance by the SIPRE 3 inch (7.6 cm) coring a uger, these gradients lead to temperatures 
at the bottom of the hole as tabulated in Table II , taking - 15°C to be the temperature before drilling. 
The temperatures are tabulated as a fun c tion of distance from the bore-hole ax is. For a thermometer 
not actu a lly in contact with the ice, but m easuring the air temperature at the very bottom, the reading 
may be expected to correspond to the average ice temperature over the base. T he appropriate areal 
integra l is shown in the last line of the ta bl e, and has a value of order - 0.6aU. 

TABLE 11. TEMPERATU R ES AT BOTTOM OF 12 cm DIAMETE R 

BORE HOLE: T E MPERATU RE O F - 15°C BEFORE DRI LLIN G 

Distance from 
bore-hole axis 

cm 
o 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

areal integral 

T elllJJeratllre 
(i ) for gradient (ii ) for gradiwt 

0 . 1 deg m - I 2 .0 deg Ill - I 

°C °C 
- 15.004 - ' 5·0 9 
- 15.004 - 15·0 9 
- 15.004 - 15·0 9 
- 15.004 - 15.08 
- 15.004 - '5.08 
- 15.003 - 15.0 7 
- 15.003 - ' 5.0 5 
- ' 5.004 - 15.0 7 

Because the sign of the error is dependen t on the sign of the temperature g radien t it can become 
doubly important when measuring variation of bore-hole temperature in the course of a year, for the 
g radi ent in the top ten metres generally reverses with the seasons. At five m etres, for instance, in 
Antarc tica, Schytt ( 1960, p. 160- 6 1) found a gradient of + 1.2 deg m- I in A pril a nd of - 1.0 d eg m - I 
in August. Temperatures were measured by fa irly efficient buria l of probes in narrow bore holes, but 
if m easured in unfilled, wider holes readings at this depth could have been in error by 0.05 d eg, and 
their difference in error by 0.1 deg. The same error would be present in comparing the temperatures 
for two depths at which the temperature gradient was of opposite sign. At ten metres depth seasonal 
variations are well smoothed and gradi ents are generally less than ± O . I d eg m- I, so that the e rror is 
less than 0.005 deg; this is small enough to have no effect on the use of 10 m temperatures as m ean 
annual temperatures for dry snow facies, as such use is theoretically valid onl y to I % of the surface 
variation , or about 0.3 d eg (Sorge, 1935 ; Benson, 1962, p. 44- 60 ; Loewe, (970) . 
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An estimate may be made of the time taken for the ice to attain its new state by considering the heat 
flow into a region at the bottom of the hole. An exact solution is difficult, but consider a cylinder of 
radius and depth a immediately below the bore hole: this is a representative order of volume for the 
effect, and immediately after drilling it has a gradient of U at its lower boundary and of zero at its 
upper boundary, where there is zero heat flow. There is therefore an initial rate of heat flow of: 

k (0-00:) ,.,a2 = - kU,.,a2 

into a volume of ,.,a3, where k is the thermal conductivity of ice. So, the initial rate of change of tempera
ture is: 

dT - kV,.,a2 

dl cp,.,a3 

averaged over this volume, where c is the specific heat capacity of ice, and p the density. 

so 

But we can take 

aV 

2 

cpa2 

SI ::::::--. 
2k 

Now a :::::: 0.06 m, and for ice c = 2.01 X 103 J kg- I K - ' , p = 0.92 Mg m - 3 and so 

S T :::::: I 600 s, or about! hour. 

For firn of density 0.40 Mg m - 3 a similar calculation gives 

ST:::::: It hours. 

These give the order of time taken for the effect to become appreciable, though it is not obvious 
what form the cooling (or warming) curve should follow. Studies have been made of the cooling laws 
to be expected for the re-equilibrium of bore holes after thermal drilling, and they have given non
exponential laws. Philberth (1962 ) treats the case of a thermal drill supplying heat at rate q descending 
at a constant velocity v through ice of thermal conductivity k and calculates that the temperature 
deviation ~ T follows a hyperbolic law: 

~ T < _I_·.i..- +E 
4,., yl 2 vkt 

where E is a small exponential decay term. Bullard (1947 ) considers a slot-like bore hole warmed by 
temperature ~ To for time 10 and finds that after time t the temperature deviation is: 

These models are not appropriate to the case in question, but almost whatever time dependence 
actually occurs we can still say that the process has a time scale of about an hour. It might seem from 
this that if measurements can be made more quickly, then the effect is avoided; however, the problem 
is not simple because measurements made directly after drilling suffer from the effects of frictional and 
thermal heat from the drill, the effect of warmer snow knocked down from higher levels and the influx 
of air from the surface-effects which may take the same order of time or longer to dissipate. 

The error may be eliminated by thorough burial for a long period (Miller, 1951 ) or by freezing-in, 
which makes retrieval difficult (Harrison, 1975), and also by measurement of wall temperature far 
above the bottom (Mellor, 1960). For rapid field measurements apparatus is being designed to insert a 
slim platinum resistance probe to a depth of 20 cm below the bottom of the bore hole. This should give 
a reading before changes due to the drill and the hole take effect, and should also avoid effects due to air 
convection and radiation. 
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